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What is wrong with Convolutional Neural Nets?

1. Does not encode spatial relationships, e.g., orientation,
rotations etc.

2. Max pooling looks only at most active neuron, location
information is not recorded ⇒ positional invariance



 



Capsules and Routing

1. Capsule is a group of neurons encoding properties
(instantiation parameters) of entities in an image (e.g.,
circle, 1)

2. Parameters: existence, pose (position, size, orientation),
deformation, hue, texture etc.

3. So unlike CNN (scalars), outputs and inputs are
(high-dimensional) vectors

4. Norm of vectors encode probability of existence

5. Draws analogy from computer graphics, points on linear
manifold and transformation

6. Max pooling is too crude, how to route vectors of
instantiation parameters from one capsule layer to
another?
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CapsNet Architecture
1 Conv. layer + 2 Capsule layers + 3 Fully connected

 

                     

  



How many routing iterations?

Average change of bij(routing logit) vs. routing iterations:

 

Stabilizes after 500 epochs of training.
Negligible change (1× 10−5) by 5 iterations.



Margin Loss for Digit Existence

Lk: Margin loss for digit capsule k
vk: Output from digit capsule k

Lk = Tk max(0,m+ − ‖vk‖)2 + λ(1− Tk)max(0, ‖vk‖ −m−)2

Tk = 1 iff digit k present
m+ = 0.9 and m− = 0.1
λ = 0.5

. Train using backpropagation (Rumelhart, 1986) with Adam
optimizer (Kingma and Ba 2014) to minimize

∑10
k=1 Lk

Implemented using Tensor Flow (Abadi et al. 2016)

Total loss = Margin loss +0.0005×(Reconstruction loss)



MNIST Reconstructions
l: label
p: prediction
r: target reconstruction
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MNIST Classification Results

 

I Baseline is 3 Conv. layer CNN + 2 FC (dropout) +
softmax

I Designed so that comp. cost ≈ CapsNet

I Parameters: Baseline 35.4M vs. CapsNet 8.2M

⇒ CapsNet can achieve state-of-art performance with
relatively shallow (3) network



Dimension Perturbations
dth DigitCaps (16× 1) + [−0.25,−0.2, . . . , 0, . . . , 0.2, 0.25]
for d = 1, . . . , 6:
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Robust to Affine Transformations

expanded MNIST: digits placed randomly on 40× 40 pixels
affNIST: MNIST + random small affine transformation

expanded MNIST affNIST

CapsNet 99.23% 79%
CNN 99.22% 66%

Table: Test errors
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MultiMNIST Classification Results

Take learning rate 10× larger because training dataset is larger

 

I Baseline CNN: 2Conv. layer+2 FC (ReLU and pooling in
between)

I Parameters: 24.56 M for CNN vs. 11.36 M CapsNet

I State-of-the-art performance on segmentation



CIFAR10: 10.6% ≈ CNN (Zeiler and Fergus 2013)



CIFAR10 Iterations (3 recommended)

 



smallNORB
2.7% error ≈ state-of-the-art Cireşan et al. 2011

 



SVHN: 4.3% error



Tensor Flow implementation in Sara Sabour’s GitHub:
https://github.com/Sarasra/models/tree/master/research/capsules

New (follow-up) paper for ICLR 2018 by the same authors:
Matrix Capsules with EM Routing


